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What is true love?
Definition of love: an intense feeling of deep affection from google definition. How has
romantic love been shown in every generation? In every heterosexual relationship, it seems that
the male has to make sure they are taking care of the female. The male has been manipulated by
female because a female knows what they out of the male and they use tricks to get what they
want. The expectation of the male paying for a present for Valentine's Day or other holiday has
shown they might have to pay a lot more than a male could afford. Most female believe that the
right male in a relationship has future plans with both partners in the picture. It’s impossible for
women to find what they deem the “perfect guy”. All these concepts are represented in David
M. Rosenthal latest film The Perfect Guy.
What is a perfect guy? Every woman has one man they believe is the perfect male. Every
female has different opinions about what the perfect male would look like. Majority female
believes that perfect male has a Job that could support them Mentally and physically. These
expectations should be very low because the majority of the male has proven to be cheaters.
Famous celebrities have written songs about cheating and how they lie for the good of the
relationship. Musical artist like Jay z has proven that male can’t keep their ding in the pants. An
article from the Washington post, Written by Travis M.Andrews has information from the
interview from “My Next Guest Needs No Introduction With David Letterman”. Jay z has open

up about the allegation. “A few years ago, I got myself into some trouble, and the situation was
my responsibility and my fault”, Jay z continued speaking about the allegation. “I did something
that I had no business doing, and I regret it, and since then I have tried to acknowledge that
mistake and be a better person.” In 2016 Beyonce has released an album about Jay z cheating
allegation called lemonade. Jay z created a song called 4:44 asking forgiveness and blame
himself.
In the movie, The perfect Guy shows how the expectation of the male is too high which causes
a difference in the relationship. Sanaa Lathan as Leah Vaughn the girlfriend of Morris Chestnut
character Dave. Leah has huge expectation for Dave to propose to her and she also wanted
childrens. This expectation wasn't reached by Dave because he believes it wasn’t the time, even
if they were dating for 2 years. Dave didn’t want to make the decision that would jeopardize their
relationship because his family had broken up by being married. This has led to a break up
between Leah and Dave. Three months later Leah has started to date again and she met a male
name Carter Duncan (played by Michael Ealy). Its seems that Leah has found her dream
boyfriend Carter. Little then she knows that Carter was a psychopath. Carter follows every move
she made , because she didn’t like how he treated male by beat the man almost to death. Leah
felt threatened by Carter. Leah Eventually dates Dave and take thing slow after Carter killed her
neighbor and following her every move. This film has proved that perfect guy is the male that
has some flaws.
In every relationship, there no realistic way for a female to meet the right guy. In the
relationship, the right male is the guy that respect you and also have some flaw. Every woman
needs to understand that having a huge expectation can harm the relationship and the solution to

this problem is believing in the relationship. The understand from both side would help the
relationship succeed.
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This is my best possible 2fer because I have use element from every essay we have used this
year. Written the point of as male this 2fers has brought so much interest. I watched a movie the
represented my 2fers and getting help from classmate has brought another element to the
thesis.

